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Abstract
Let X be a real Banach space and f : X → R ∪ {+∞}. It is well known that the
Clarke subdifferential ∂◦ f(x) of the function f at x ∈ intdomf is a singleton if and
only if f is strongly differentiable (then ∂◦ f(x) = {Dsf(x)}, where Dsf(x) is the strong
subdifferential of f at x). Simple examples show that there exist Fr´ echet differentiable at x
functions f, for which ∂◦ f(x) is not a singleton. In such a sense the Clarke subdifferential
is not an exact generalization of the differential of a differentiable function. In the present
paper we propose a new subdifferential ∂w f(x), called the weakened subdifferential of f
at x, which preserves the nice calculus rules of the Clarke subdifferential, and for X ﬁnite
dimensional, is a singleton ∂w f(x) = {ζ} if and only if f is Fr´ echet differentiable at x,
and then ζ = DFf(x).
Key words: generalized subdifferentials.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation: 49J52.
1 Introduction
In this paper X denotes a real Banach space with norm k · k, and X∗ is its dual. The open
unit ball in X is denoted by B. The set of the real numbers is denoted by R. We put also
R = R ∪ {+∞}.
Let f : X → R be locally Lipschitz near x ∈ intdomf and v ∈ X. The Clarke directional







where ∆f(y,v,t) = (f(y+tv)−f(y)). The Clarke subdifferential ∂◦ f(x) of f at x is deﬁned
by
∂
◦ f(x) = {ξ ∈ X
∗ | hξ, vi ≤ f
◦(x,v) for all v ∈ X} .
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e-mail: iginchev@eco.uninsubria.it.The Clarke subdifferential is closely linked to the strict differentiability. We remind that
the function f : X → R is strictly differentiable at x ∈ intdomf if there exists
an element Dsf(x) ∈ X∗, called the strict differential of f at x, such that f◦(x,v) =
limy→x,t↓0
1
t ∆f(y,v,t) = hDsf(x), vi. The following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 (Clarke [2]). Let f : X → R, x ∈ intdomf and ζ ∈ X∗. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
a) f is strictly differentiable at x and Dsf(x) = ζ ,
b) f is Lipschitz near x and ∂◦ f(x) is the singleton {ζ}.
The following simple example shows that there exist Fr` echet differentiable at x functions f, for
which ∂◦ f(x) is not a singleton.
Example 1. The function f : X → R deﬁned by
f(x) =

x2 sin(1/x), x 6= 0,
0, x = 0,
is Fr` echet differentiable, but not strictly differentiable, at x = 0. The Fr` echet differential is
Df(0) = 0 and does not coincide with the Clarke subdifferential ∂◦ f(0) = [−1, 1].
The purpose of the present paper is to propose a new subdifferential ∂wf(x), called the weak-
ened subdifferential of f at x, which preserves the good calculus rules of the Clarke subdiffer-
ential ∂◦f(x) [2], and such that ∂wf(x) is the singleton {DFf(x)} if and only if there exists
the Fr´ echet differential DFf(x). This task is fulﬁlled, at least in the ﬁnite-dimensional case
(though the weakened subdifferential is deﬁned for functions in arbitrary normed spaces). In
the last section it is underlined that the inclusion ∂wf(x) ⊂ ∂◦f(x) makes the weakened subdif-
ferential more sensitive than the Clarke subdifferential in applications to optimization problems.
At the same time, in opposite to many existing in the literature generalized subdifferentials, see
Aubin, Frankovska [1], Pshenichnyi [4], and elsewhere, it preserves the nice calculus rules of
the Clarke subdifferential. This observation gives some advantage of the weakened subdiffer-
entials with respect to other generalized subdifferentials, and motivates eventual further their
investigation.
2 The weakened derivative
In this section we deﬁne the notion of the weakened directional derivative fw(x,v) of a given
function f : X → R at a point x ∈ intdomX in direction v ∈ X. The function f is not











In this deﬁnition fw(x,v) ∈ R ∪ {−∞} ∪ {+∞}.
The following propositions give the basic properties of the weakened derivative.
2Proposition 1. Let f : X → R, x ∈ intdomf.
a) The function fw(x,·) : X → R ∪ {−∞} ∪ {+∞} is sublinear, i. e. positively homogeneous
and subadditive.
b) If f is Lipschitz with constant K near x, so is fw(x,·).





fw(x,−v) = (−f)w(x,v) = −limk→∞ liminft↓0 infy∈x+ktB
1
t∆f(y,v,t).











We have also x + ktB = x + (k/λ)τB. Since t → 0+ is equivalent to τ → 0+, and k → ∞ to




















which shows that fw(x,·) is positively homogeneous. We prove now that fw(x,·) is subaddi-
tive. Let v1, v2 ∈ X. Fix k > 0 and t > 0. Then
1
t







Put z = y +tv1, κ = k +kv1k. Now k → ∞ is equivalent to κ → ∞, and if y ∈ x+ktB, then
z = y + tv1 ∈ x + (k + kv1k)tB = x + κtB.
Therefore
f










































∆f(y,v2,t) + Kkv1 − v2k,
3whence we obtain easily
f
w(x,v1) ≤ f
w(x,v2) + Kkv1 − v2k.
Interchanging v1 and v2 we get
kf
w(x,v1) − f
w(x,v2)k ≤ Kkv1 − v2k.
c) In fact formula (2) takes limsup in t → 0+, y → x belonging to a narrower set in comparison








































This chain of inequalities proves d).




w(x,v) | v ∈ B} , L∗f
w(x) = inf {f
w(x,v) | v ∈ B} .







b) The function fw(x,·) is Lipschitz if and only if L∗fw(x) < ∞, in which case L∗fw(x) is the
minimal Lipschitz constant for fw(x,·).




w(x,−v) | v ∈ B} = −sup{(−f)



































∆f(y,v,t) | v ∈ B

= inf {f
w(x,v) | v ∈ B} = L∗f
w(x) ≤ sup{f
w(x,v) | v ∈ B} = L
∗f
w(x).
4b) Obviously, if L∗fw(x) = ∞, then the function fw(x,·) is not Lipschitz. Let L∗fw(x) < ∞.
















Corollary 1. If f : X → R is Lipschitz with constant K near x, then L∗fw(x) ≤ K.
Proof. According to Proposition 1 b) the function fw(x,·) is Lipschitz of range K and therefore
L∗fw(x) ≤ K.
The following example shows that the property b) from Proposition 2 cannot be reverted.
Example 2. The function f : R → R,
f(x) =

x3/2 sin(1/x), x 6= 0,
0, x = 0,
is not Lipschitz near x = 0, but it possesses a Lipschitz weakened derivative fw(0,v) = 0.













3π1/2(2n − 3/2)1/2 → ∞ as n → ∞.
We conclude this section with an example showing that the ﬁniteness of L∗fw(x) does not
imply the ﬁniteness of of L∗fw(x) and consequently the Lipschitz property of fw(x,·).




+∞, v 6= 0,
0, v = 0.
Therefore L∗fw(0) = 0 and L∗fw(0) = 0.
53 The weakened subdifferential
Let f : X → R, x ∈ intdomf. We introduce the weakened subdifferential ∂w f(x) of f at x
as
∂
wf(x) = {ζ ∈ X
∗ | hζ,vi ≤ f
w(x,v) for all v ∈ X} .
We denote by k · k∗ the norm in X∗, that is kζk∗ = sup{hζ,vi | v ∈ X, kvk ≤ 1}, and by B∗
the open unit ball in X∗. The weakened gradient obeys the following properties, which we give
without proof.
Proposition 3. a) ∂wf(x) is convex and weak∗-closed subset of X∗.
b) ∂wf(x) is nonempty if and only if
L∗f
w(x) > −∞. (4)
If this condition is satisﬁed, then there exists at least one element ζ ∈ ∂wf(x), such that kζk∗ ≤
−L∗fw(x). We have in this case
fw(x,v) = sup{hζ,vi | ζ ∈ ∂
wf(x)} , (5)
where fw(x,·) is the closed hull of the convex function fw(x,·).
c) If L∗fw(x) < ∞, then ∂wf(x) is nonempty weak∗-compact convex subset of X∗ and
f





w(x) = sup{kζk∗ | ζ ∈ ∂
wf(x)} . (7)
d) ∂wf(x) ⊂ ∂◦f(x).
Proof. a) Let ζ1, ζ2 ∈ ∂wf(x) and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Then the vector ζ = (1 − λ)ζ1 + λζ2 satisﬁes
for arbitrary v ∈ X the inequality




Hence ζ ∈ ∂wf(x) which shows that ∂wf(x) is convex.




Therefore ζ ∈ ∂wf(x) and ∂wf(x) is weakly∗ closed.
b) Let condition (4) be not satisﬁed. Suppose that ζ ∈ ∂w(x) and let v0 ∈ B be such that
fw(x,v0) < −kζk∗. Then the following chain of inequalities must be ﬁnd
f
w(x,v0) < −kζk∗ ≤ −kζkkv0k ≤ −|hζ,v0i| ≤ hζ,v0i ≤ f
w(x,v0),
a contradiction. Therefore ∂wf(x) = ∅ in the case L∗fw(x) = −∞.
6Suppose that L = L∗fw(x) > −∞. Consider the sets A1 = {(v,r) ∈ X × R | r < Lkvk}
and A2 = {(v,r) ∈ X × R | r ≥ fw(x,v)}. The sets A1 and A2 are convex cones in X × R.
To check this property remind that L ≤ fw(x,0) = 0, hence both −Lkvk and fw(x,v) are
sublinear in v.




and hence (v,r) / ∈ A1 .
The set A1 is obviously open in X × R.
According to the Separation Theorem (see e. g. [6]) there exists a hyperplane
H : h−ζ,vi + αr = β , ζ ∈ X
∗, α, β ∈ R,
separating A1 and A2.
The set A1 does not admit a vertical separating hyperplane, therefore α 6= 0. Without restriction
assume that α = 1. Since (0,r) belongs to A1 for r < 0 and to A2 for r > 0, we see that β = 0.
Therefore H : r = hζ,vi. We obtain from here that
r ≤ hζ,vi for (v,r) ∈ A1 , r ≥ hζ,vi for (v,r) ∈ A2 .
Since for all v ∈ X it holds (v,fw(x,v)) ∈ A2, we get fw(x,v) ≥ hζ,vi, v ∈ X, which shows
that ζ ∈ ∂wf(x).
On the other hand (v,Lkvk) ∈ A1, whence Lkvk ≤ hζ,vi and hζ,−vi ≤ −Lk−vk for v ∈ X.
This inequality shows that kζk ≤ −L.











∗(x,ζ) = δ(ζ | ∂
wf(x)),
where δ(· | ∂wf(x)) denotes the indicator of ∂wf(x). Therefore
δ
∗(v | ∂





c) In Proposition 2 we showed that fw(x,·) is Lipschitz of range L∗fw(x). In particular fw(x,·)


















w(x,v) = sup{kζk∗ | ζ ∈ ∂
wf(x)} ,
which proves (6).
The weak∗ compactness of ∂wf(x) follows from the Alaoglu Theorem (see Rudin [5]).









◦(x,v) | v ∈ B} , L∗f
◦(x) = inf {f
◦(x,v) | v ∈ B} ,
we can reformulate Proposition 3 for the Clarke gradient of not necessarily Lipschitz near
x functions. In particular ∂◦f(x) is empty if and only if L∗f◦(x) = −∞. The inequality








In particular L∗f◦(x) = −∞ implies L∗fw(x) = −∞.
In connection with assertion b) of the above proposition, the next example shows that the weak-
ened subdifferential can be empty.






+∞, v > 0,
0, ,v = 0,
−∞, v < 0,
whence L∗fw(x) = −∞ and ∂wf(x) = ∅.
4 Differentiability
In this section we investigate the case, when ∂wf(x) consists of a single point. To characterize
this situation we introduce the following deﬁnition. We say that the function f : X → R has
a weakened differential Dwf(x) ∈ X∗ at the point x ∈ intdomf, if ∂wf(x) is the singleton
{Dwf(x)}.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 2. Let f be weakened differentiable at x. Then
a) fw(x,v) = hDwf(x),vi for each v ∈ X. In particular fw(x,·) is Lipschitz with constant
kDwf(x)k.
b) The Gˆ ateaux derivative DGf(x) exists and Dwf(x) = DGf(x).
Proof. a) Obviously
f
w(x,v) = max{hζ,vi | ζ ∈ ∂
wf(x)} = hDwf(x),vi.
8b) Recall that f is said to possess a Gˆ ateaux differential DGf(x) ∈ X∗, if for all v ∈ X it holds
hDGf(x),vi = limt↓0
1
t∆f(x,v,t). The Gˆ ateaux differentiability of f at x and the equality
DGf(x) = DGf(x) follows from the equality hDwf(x),vi = limt↓0
1
t∆f(x,v,t), which in
turn follows by the following chain.





















which gives that f is Gˆ ateaux differentiable and Dwf(x) = DGf(x).






The proof can be obtained in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2 b.
Recall that f : X → R is said to possess an Hadamard differential DHf(x) ∈ X∗ at x ∈
intdomf, if for all v ∈ X it holds hDHf(x),vi = limt↓0
1
t∆f(x,v,t) uniformly in v ∈ V ,
where V is an arbitrary compact set in X. Obviously, when X is ﬁnite-dimensional, then f is
Hadamard differentiable at x if and only if f is Fr´ echet differentiable at x.
The following theorem strengthens Theorem 2 for Lipschitz functions and is proved by similar
estimations.
Theorem 3. If f : X → R is weakened differentiable and Lipschitz near x, then it is also
Hadamard differentiable and Dwf(x) = DHf(x). If in addition X is ﬁnite dimensional, then
there exists the Fr´ echet differential DFf(x) and Dwf(x) = DF(x).
Proof. Let V ⊂ X be arbitrary compact set. We must show that (8) holds uniformly in v ∈ X
Put for brevity ζ = Dwf(x) and let f(x) be Lipschitz near x of range K. Fix v0 ∈ X and let v


















 + K kv − v0k + kζk∗ kv − v0k.







ε for 0 < t < δ .
9Let v ∈ U(v0) := v0 + ε




  < ε. (9)
Let V ⊂ U(v1) ∪ ··· ∪ U(vn) and δ = min{δ(ε/2,vi) | i = 1, ..., n}. Inequality (9) is
satisﬁed for 0 < t < δ and arbitrary v ∈ V . Therefore ζ = DHf(x).
Since for ﬁnite-dimensional spaces the concept of Fr´ echet and Hadamard differentials coincide,
we have in this case ζ = DFf(x).
We put an open question: Is an Hadamard differentiable and Lipschitz near x function f also
weakened differentiable?
The following example shows, that the ﬁnal part of Theorem 3 is not true for inﬁnite dimen-
sional Banach spaces.
Example 5. Let X = `1, i.e. the elements of X are sequences of reals x = (x1,x2,...), for
which kxk :=
P∞
i=1 |xi| < ∞. Put ϕi : R → R, ϕi(t) = |t|1+1/i, i = 1, 2, .... Deﬁne the





1+i ϕi(xi), kxk ≤ 1,
+∞, kxk ≥ 1.
Then f is Lipschitz with constant 1 near x = 0. The weakened subdifferential ∂wf(x) is the
singleton {0}, whence Dwf(0) = DHf(0) = 0. The Fr´ echet derivative DFf(0) however does
not exist.
The following reasonings explain the example.
Obviously for x ∈ B we have 0 ≤ ϕi(xi) ≤ |xi| and f(x) is the sum of a series with non
negative members majorized by
P∞
i=1 |xi| = kxk < ∞. Hence f is ﬁnite on B and 0 ∈
intdomf.
Let x, y ∈ B. Using the Mean Value Theorem we see that





(ϕi(xi) − ϕi(yi)) ≤
∞ X
i=1




|yi| + θi(|xi| − |yi|)
 |yi| + θi(|xi| − |yi|
 , 0 < θi < 1.
It is easy to get now |ξi| ≤ 1 and consequently the Lipschitz condition of range 1
|f(x) − f(y)| ≤
∞ X
i=1
|xi − yi| = kx − yk, x, y ∈ B .
Now we prove that fw(0,v) = 0. Let y = t`, ` ∈ X, k`k ≤ k where k > 1. Then again using


































for |t|1/m < (ε/(2(k + kvk)kvk)). Hence fw(0,v) = 0 and ∂wf(x) = {0}.
The Fr´ echet derivative DFf(0), if exists, should be zero, since the Gˆ ateaux derivative is zero.
Then
|f(x)| = o(kxk) as x → 0.









does not tend uniformly in i to zero as t → 0+, a contradiction.
Thus for a locally Lipschitz weakened differentiable function the Fr´ echet derivative does not
necessary exist. According to Theorem 3 this is not the case when X is ﬁnite dimensional. The
next theorem shows that the Fr´ echet derivative for a weakened differentiable function on a ﬁnite
dimensional space exists even without the the hypothesis that f is Lipschitz near x.
Theorem 4. Let X be ﬁnite-dimensional. If f : X → R is weakened differentiable, then it is
also Fr´ echet differential and DFf(x) = Dwf(x).
Proof. Suppose that dimX = n and let {e1, ..., en} be a basis of unit vectors. Let
Γ = {γ = (γ1, ..., γn) | γi = ±1, i + 1, ..., n}.
For each γ ∈ Γ we put Eγco{γ1e1, ..., γnen} and let dγ = dist(0, Eγ). Obviously dγ > 0.
This is true, since Eγ is compact and 0 / ∈ Eγ (otherwise the vectors e1, ..., γnen would be
linearly dependent).

















i , e ∈ Eγ .
Therefore












i , 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1/d. (10)
Suppose that f is weakened differentiable at x and ζ = Dwf(x). Take ε > 0 and choose δ > 0







for each p = ±ei, i = 1, 2, ..., n, 0 < s ≤ δ, y ∈ x + (n − 1)sB. Choose v ∈ B, and let














y0 = x, yj = x + t
j X
i=1
¯ αi¯ γi¯ e
i , j = 1, ..., n,.
(here ¯ γj and ¯ ej denote the corresponding to ¯ αj permutation of γj and ej). We have for 0 < t <
δd  1
t
∆f(yj−1), ¯ αj¯ γj¯ e






If ¯ αj = 0 this inequality is obvious. If ¯ αj > 0 it follows from (11) with s = ¯ αjt and y = yj.
Indeed, we have
0 < s = ¯ αjt ≤
δ
d
dd = δ ,
yj−1 = x + t
j−1 X
i=1
¯ αi¯ γi¯ e
i ∈ x + ¯ αjt(n − 1)B = x + (n − 1)sB




∆f(yj−1, ¯ αj¯ γj¯ e






∆f(yj−1, ¯ αj¯ γj¯ e
j,t) − hζ, ¯ αj¯ γj¯ e







Inequality (13) applied to (12) gives
1
t




for all v ∈ B and 0 < t < δd, which shows that f is Fr´ echet differentiable and DFf(x) =
DGf(x).
In general the Fr´ echet differentiability is stronger than the weakened differentiability.
12Theorem 5. If f is Fr´ echet differentiable at x, then it is also weakened differentiable at x and
Dwf(x) = DFf(x).













Fix ε > 0. The Fr´ echet differentiability of f gives that there exists δ > 0, such that for each












∆(y,v,t) − hζ,vi| ≤ ε.
This observation shows that fw(x,v) = hζ,vi and consequently DF(x) = Dw(x).
Combining Theorems 4 and 5 we get the following result, formulated in a similar manner to
Theorem 1.
Theorem 6. Let X be ﬁnite-dimensional and let f : X → R, x ∈ intdomf and ζ ∈ X∗. Then
the following assertions are equivalent:
a) f is Fr´ echet differentiable at x and DFf(x) = ζ ,
b) f is Lipschitz near x and ∂wf(x) is the singleton {ζ}.
5 The regularity condition
In the next section we introduce some basic calculus rules for the weakened gradient. In some
of these rules the following regularity condition is important. We say that f is weakened regular
(or brieﬂy w-regular) at x if the next three requirements are satisﬁed:
i) L∗fw(x) < ∞,







iii) For all v ∈ X it holds f0(x,v) = fw(x,v).
Replacing in iii) fw(x,v) by f◦(x,v) we obtain the notion of Clarke regularity. The inequalities
f0(x,v) ≤ fw(x,v) ≤ f◦(x,v) show that the weakened regularity is weaker than the Clarke
regularity. Here there are some conditions that guarantee weakened regularity.
13Proposition 4. a) If f is weakened differentiable (in particular Fr´ echet differentiable), then it
is w-regular at x.
b) If f admits a Gˆ ateaux differential DGf(x) and if it is w-regular at x, then it is weakened
differentiable at x and DGf(x) = Dwf(x).
c) A ﬁnite linear combination with nonnegative scalars of functions w-regular at x is w-regular
at x.
Proof. a) Let ζ = Dwf(x). Then fw(x,v) = hζ,vi. The deﬁnition of the weakened derivative




  < ε
holds for 0 < t < δ. Therefore the directional derivative f0(x,v) exists and f0(x,v) = hζ,vi =
fw(x,v).
b) Put ζ = DGf(x). Then hζ,vi = f0(x,v) = fw(x,v), whence we see that f is weakened
differentiable at x and Dwf(x) = ζ.






























The last inequality is clear from the deﬁnition of the weakened directional derivative. Since the
opposite inequality is always true, we obtain (15).
6 Calculus rules
In this section we give formulas facilitating the calculation of ∂wf(x), when f is build up from
simple functionals through linear combination, by maximization, composition and so on. In all
these rules the condition
L
∗f
w(x) < ∞ (16)
occurs to play an important role. As we saw in Proposition 2 this is satisﬁed if and only if
fw(x,v) is Lipschitz in v, which in turn is weakening of the condition f to be Lipschitz near x.
For brevity we omit the proofs of the calculus rules.








It sufﬁces now to prove (17) for s = −1. In this case ζ ∈ ∂w(−f)(x) is equivalent to
hζ,vi = h−ζ,−vi ≤ (−f)
w(x,−v), v ∈ X,
and consequently to ζ ∈ −∂wf(x).




Proof. Since ∂w(−f)(x) = −∂wf(x) it sufﬁces to consider the case of a local minimum. Then
0 ≤ f
0(x,v) ≤ f
w(x,v), v ∈ X,
whence (18) follows immediately.
Proposition 7 (Finite Sums). If L∗fw













This inclusion turns into an equality in each of the cases:
i) All but at most one of the functions fi are weakened differentiable (in particular Fr´ echet
differentiable).
ii) All the functions fi are w-regular and all the scalars are non-negative (or more general, all
the functions signsi fi are w-regular).
Proof. In view of Proposition 5 and obvious induction argument it sufﬁces to consider the case





which is clear from the deﬁnition of the weakened directional derivative.
i) Adding all the weakened differentiable functions together we reduce the proof to the case
of two functions f1 + f2 with f1 being weakened differentiable and therefore (f1)w(x,v) =
hDwf1(x,v)i. The equality in (19) follows by the equality
(f1 + f2)
w(x,v) = hDwf1(x),vi + (f
w
2 )(x,v),
which easily follows from the deﬁnition of the weakened derivative.
ii) Like above we may conﬁne to the sum of two w-regular functions f1 + f2. The assertion is






= (f1 + f2)





Given x and y in X, we denote by [x, y] and (x, y) correspondingly the closed and open line
segment with end points x and y. Using the notation xt = (1 − t)x + ty, then
[x, y] = {xt | 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} , (x, y) = {xt | 0 < t < 1} , .
We prove ﬁrst the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let x and y be ﬁxed points in X and let the continuousfunction f fulﬁlls L∗fw(xt) <
∞ for each t ∈ [0, 1]. Then the function
g : [0, 1] → R, g(t) = f(xt)
satisﬁes the inclusion ∂wg(t) ⊂ h∂wf(xt),y − x.
Proof. In this inclusion the two closed convex sets are in R and hence they are intervals. There-
fore, it sufﬁces to prove that for v 6= ±1 we have
max{∂
wg(t)v} ≤ max{h∂































w(xt,v(y − x)) = max{h∂
wf(xt),(y − x)vi} .
Proposition 8 (Mean Value Theorem). Let x and y be points in X and let the continuous
function f fulﬁlls L∗fw(xt) < +∞, where xt = (1 − t)x + ty, for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there
exists a point u in the segment (x, y), such that
f(y) − f(x) = h∂
wf(u), y − xi.
Proof. Consider the function
θ : [0, 1] → R, θ(t) = f(xt) + t(f(x) − f(y)).
This function is continuous on [0, 1] and satisﬁes θ(0) = θ(1) = f(x), so there is a point t in
(0, 1) at which θ attains a local minimum or maximum. By Proposition 6 we have 0 ∈ ∂wθ(x).
Applying Propositions 5 and 6 and Lemma 1 we obtain
0 ∈ ∂
wf(xt) + (f(x) − f(y)) ⊂ h∂
wf(u),y − xi + f(x) − f(y),
where u = xt.
16Corollary 2. Let f be continuous on the convex set V ⊂ X and let sup{L∗fw(x) | x ∈ V } =
K < ∞. Then f is Lipschitz with constant K on V .
Proof. Let x, y ∈ V . Then for some u ∈ (x, y) we have
f(y) − f(x) = h∂
wf(u),y − xi
and therefore
f(y) − f(x) ≤ sup
u∈[x,y]
|f




w(u)ky − xk ≤ K ky − xk.
The considered calculus rules show much similarities between the weakened and the Clarke
generalized gradient both in the formulations and in the proves. We give further two chain rules
for the weakened subdifferentials. We skip the proofs, since they are obtained similarly to the
analogous chain rules for the Clarke subdifferentials. We use in the formulation the following
agreement. The component functions of a function h : X → Rn are denoted by h1, ..., hn.
The components of an operator ζ ∈ L(X,Rn) are denoted by ζ1, ..., ζn. We put
∂
wh(x) = {ζ | ζi ∈ (hi)
w(x), i = 1, ..., n} .
The space (Rn)∗ is identiﬁed with Rn and an element α ∈ ∂wh(x) is an n-dimensional vector
(α1, ..., αn).
Proposition 9 (Chain Rule I). Suppose that the function h : X → Rn is Lipschitz near x and
the function g : Rn → R is Lipschitz near h(x). Then the weakened gradient ∂wf(x) of the
function f = g ◦ h is not empty and
∂
wf(x) ⊂ conv{α ◦ ζ | α ∈ ∂






αi ◦ ζi || α ∈ ∂




where conv denotes the weak∗ closed convex hull and can be replaced by conv if X is ﬁnite-
dimensional. An equality holds under any one of the following additional hypotheses:
i) Each hi is w-regular at x, g is w-regular at h(x) and every element α of ∂wg(h(x)) has
nonnegative components.
ii) The function g is weakened differentiable at h(x) and n = 1 (in this case conv is superﬂu-
ous).
iii) Each hi is weakened differentiable at h(x) (and then conv is superﬂuous).
Proposition 10 (Chain Rule II). Suppose that the function h : X → Rn is continuous at x and
satisﬁes the condition max1≤i≤n L∗(hi)w(x) < ∞, and let the function g : Rn → R is Lipschitz
near h(x). Then the weakened gradient ∂wf(x) of the composition f = g ◦ h is not empty and
∂
wf(x) ⊂ conv{α ◦ ζ | α ∈ ∂
◦g(h(x)), ζ ∈ ∂
wh(x)} ,
where ∂◦ stands for the Clarke subdifferential and conv can be replaced by by conv if X is
ﬁnite-dimensional.
17The following three propositions are straightforward application of the above chain rules.
Proposition 11 (Pointwise Maxima). Suppose that the functions f1, ..., fn satisfy the condi-
tion max1≤i≤n L∗(fi)w(x) < ∞, Deﬁne the function f(x) = max1≤i≤n fi(x) and let I(x) be
the set of indexes for which fi(x) = f(x). Then ∂wf(x) is not empty and
∂
wf(x) ⊂ {∂
wfi(x) | i ∈ I(x)} .
If the functions fi, i ∈ I(x), are w-regular at x, then the inclusion can be replaced by an
equality, and the function f is w-regular at x.







2 (x)) < ∞. (20)





If in addition f1(x) ≥ 0, f2(x) ≥ 0, and if both f1 and f2 are w-regular at x, then the inclusion
can be replaced by an equality, and f1f2 is w-regular at x.
Proposition 13 (Quotients). Let f1 and f2 satisfy (20), and suppose that f2(x) 6= 0. Then the







If in addition f1(x) ≥ 0, f2(x) > 0, and if both f1 and −f2 are w-regular at x, then the
inclusion can be replaced by an equality, and f1/f2 is w-regular at x.
7 Final Remarks
The initial motivation of this work was applying similar approach to that of Clarke [2] to deﬁne
a subdifferential of the function f : X → R, such that the single-valuedness of the subd-
ifferential at a given point x to be equivalent to the Fr´ echet differentiability of f at x (as it
is known the Clarke subdifferential is related to the strict differentiability). We fulﬁlled this
task, deﬁning the notion of the weakened subdifferential, at least in the ﬁnite-dimensional case,
see Theorem 6. The inclusion ∂wf(x) ⊂ ∂◦f(x), motivating the name weakened for the new
subdifferential, shows that the weakened subdifferential ∂wf(x) can be more sensitive in appli-
cations than the Clarke subdifferential ∂◦f(x). For instance, consider the optimization problem
g(x) = f(x) + εx → extr, where f(x) is the function from Example 1 and ε 6= 0. Then
obviously x = 0 is not a solution of this problem. This can be established applying weakened
subdifferentials on the base of Proposition 6, since 0 / ∈ ∂wg(0) = {ε}. At the same time,
when −1 ≤ ε ≤ 1, this does not follow by analogous assertions for the Clarke subdifferential,
since 0 ∈ ∂◦g(0) = [−1 + ε,1 + ε]. This observation could serve as an impulse to investigate
whether it is possible to strengthen other known results replacing the Clarke subdifferential
by the weakened subdifferential. A strong motivation to prefer the weakened subdifferential
instead of other existing generalized subdifferentials, e. g. [3], is that the weakened subdif-
ferential, as the previous section demonstrates, preserves the good calculus rules of the Clarke
subdifferential.
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